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Abstract:
Psoriasis is a chronic recurrent autoimmune disease. It is complex condition resulting from a combination of genetic
predisposition and environmental triggers. It is grouped under the papules squamous disorders and is characterized by
excessive growth and aberrant differentiation of keratinocytes. There are many novel protein drug targets for disease
psoriasis out of which one is protein serum response factor, (SRF). In psoriatic skin, SRF'S are expressed at low levels.
Without SRF, skin divides excessively and no longer develops normally. As a result of their deficiency, the skeleton of the
skin cells is disturbed and destroyed. This in turn triggers an inflammatory reaction that induces the skin cells to divide
and impairs their differentiation. Factors that cause the down-regulation of SRF are still unknown.

In this study by using different system biology workbench such as BIOGRID and NCIBI, all relations of SRF gene with
other interacting genes partners were retrieved. Tools such as Pathway Commons, Gene mania, Cytoscape from
BIOGRID andConcept Gene tool from NCIBI were used. Thus, from BIOGRID and NCIBI tools analysis (<23) genes
interactions with SRF were predicted and in order to understand their protein-protein interaction, STRING database
were used. Seven (7)genes were found in common from all system biology tools and after further refinement from
STRING databasewere performed and three (3) common gene interactions were retrieved namely HOPX, MYOCD,
GTF2F1 out of 21shortlisted interactions.
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Introduction:
In Psoriasis, Serum Response Factor(SRF) protein level drops down to almost nil but is expressed in large
amounts in normal healthy human skin cells keratinocytes and it maintains skin regulation via MAPK
signaling pathway. By using system biology tools, some common genes interacting with SRF.The three
shortlisted genes were HOPX, GTf2A1, and MYOCD. Use of protein-protein interaction tool indicates the
relations of these genes with SRF, and further their interaction with SRF were studied. Out of these, MYOCD
were selected which interacts with SRF only (if SRF is expressed in normal condition).

Experimental evidencessuggest SRF binding to casein kinase II (CK2) with increased levels of CK2.As there
were no available structures in database SRF and MYOCD were modeled in silico.Further protein-protein
docking analysis were carried using HEX software to find out new active sites for SRFinteraction.

Figure 1: Pathway commons

Results:

Figure 2: GeneMania

From the above figure,GeneMania helped ingenerating hypothesis about gene function, analyzing gene lists
and prioritizing genes for functional assays which made possible to select the genes those were found to be
playing a significant role in SRF.
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Figure 3:  Conceptgene

From the above figure,Concept geneis built on repository of conceptual data drawn from diverse areas such
as from Functional annotations, Experimental Targets etc. which helped to found the interacting members
with SRF.

Figure 4: STRING database

From the above figure,The STRING database aims to provide a critical assessment and integration of
protein–protein interactions, including direct (physical) as well as indirect (functional) associations and leads
for the selection of final target protein with SRF.
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Figure 5: Structure of Serum Response Factor (SRF)
From the above figure,the structure of Serum Response Factor (SRF) were modeled using ITasser and
@tome server as these server shows good sequence identity as compared to other server.

Figure 6: Validation of SRF model by Ramachandran plot
From the above figure,the modeled structures of SRF were validated by using Ramachandran plotwhich
show the relationship between the phi and psi angles of a protein referring to dihedral angles between the N
and the C-alpha and the C-alpha and the C-beta which is useful not onlyfor determining an amino acids'
role in secondary structure but can also be used to verify the solution to a crystal structure.

Figure 7:  Modeled structure of MYOCD
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From the above figure, the structure of MYOCDwere modeled using ITasser and @tome server as these
server shows good sequence identity as compared to other server.

Figure 8: Validation of MYOCD model by Ramachandran plot

From the above figure,the modeled structures of MYOCDwere validated by using Ramachandran plot which
show the relationship between the phi and psi angles of a protein referring to dihedral angles between the N
and the C-alpha and the C-alpha and the C-beta which is useful not onlyfor determining an amino acids'
role in secondary structure but can also be used to verify the solution to a crystal structure.

Figure 9: Structure of Casein kinase II (PDB: 1JWH)

From the above figure,the modeled structures of Casein kinase II (CK2) were retrieved from PDB(PDB:
1JWH) and used further for docking studies.
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Figure 10: Validation of Casein kinase II model by Ramachandran plot

From the above figure,the Casein kinase II structure were validated by using Ramachandran plot which
show the relationship between the phi and psi angles of a protein referring to dihedral angles between the N
and the C-alpha and the C-alpha and the C-beta which is useful not onlyfor determining an amino acids'
role in secondary structure but can also be used to verify the solution to a crystal structure.

Figure 11: SRF-Casein kinase II docked complexFigure 12: Interacting residues between

SRF-Casein kinase II docked complex

From the above figures, SRF-Casein kinase II were docked using HEX software and the docked complex of
these were studied and their new interacting residues/binding pockets were found using Discovery studio
which can be a probable drug target.
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Figure 12: SRF-MYOCD docked complexFigure 14: Interacting residues between SRF-

MYOCD docked complex

From the above figures, SRF-MYOCD were docked using HEX software and the docked complex of these
were studied and their new interacting residues/binding pockets were found using Discovery studio which can
be a probable drug target .

CONCLUSION:
Using system biology tools such as BIOGRID and NCIBI the interacting genes and their relation to SRF gene
were identified.

Of all the genes, three were common in all the system biology databases. So MYOCD gene was selected for
further studies because of its significance in SRF regulation

The study indicates that CK2 binding to SRF leads to upregulation of CK2 and thus lowers the psoriatic
conditions in patient’s.
Protein-protein docking of SRF was carried out with CK2 and MYOCD.

ITASSER& @tome server were used to because the sequences identify is efficient compared to other servers.
The structures were further validates by PIC server and SAVS.
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